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Introduction

Post offices provide a key service in our villages, towns and cities. A national

network is essential and it has a social value as well as an economic role. 

This is why we have invested over £2 billion since 1999 to support it. That

support will continue. We are prepared to make substantial further funding

available over the next five years to keep the network national and to help the

company make the necessary changes to transform the network and put it on

a stable footing for the future. 

Post offices face a long-term challenge. From online services, e-mail, phone and

Internet banking, direct debit, text messaging –  people are increasingly choosing

to live their lives in different ways. Some 4 million fewer people are using their

post office each week than two years ago. The network lost £2 million every

single week last year, rising to £4 million this year. That can’t go on.

Those who run these businesses know that better than anyone. That is why the

National Federation of Subpostmasters and the all-party Trade and Industry

Select Committee have recognised that the current siz e of the network of over

14,000 offices as ‘unsustainable’.

To create a sustainable network, we want to enable Post Office Ltd to

modernise, to restore Crown offices to profitability, to invest in new product

offerings and to look at innovative ways to deliver the services that people

need. It will mean changes to the siz e of the network, but we will work with

and protect vulnerable communities making sure that the right services are in

the right place. For example where a subpostmaster provides ‘Outreach’

services to nearby small communities. 

A national network on a strong, stable footing to meet the challenges of today.

That is what the country needs. That is what our proposals aim to deliver.
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� We intend to make substantial further funding available over the five years to

2011. This will support the necessary restructuring and modernisation of the

network to put it on a more stable footing and provide ongoing support for

the social network up to current levels. There will be a need for an ongoing

subsidy of the social network beyond 2011. 

� We propose to introduce new access criteria for the national Post Office

network which includes criteria to protect vulnerable consumers in deprived

urban areas and rural and remote areas.

– Nationally, 99%  within 3 miles and 90%  of the population to be within

1mile;

– In deprived urban areas1, 99%  of the population to be within 1 mile;

– In urban areas, 95%  of the population to be within 1 mile;

– In rural areas, 95%  of the total rural population within 3 miles.

– In remote areas, 95%  of the population in postcode districts2 within

6 miles.

– Across the country as a whole there cannot be a ‘one size fits all’

approach to access criteria. In applying them, Post Office Ltd will take

account of local conditions such as rivers, mountains, valleys, motorways

and sea crossings to islands. 

� The proposed new access criteria are in recognition of the important social

role that post offices play in communities across the country.

� A national network is necessary to ensure that people have access to cash

and benefits especially in remote areas.

Summary of the
Government’s
proposals for the
Post Office network

1 deprived urban communities are those in the 10%  most deprived super output areas as

identified by the Indices of Multiple Deprivation

2 a postcode district is the first part of the postcode e.g. SL9. There are 2,795 nationwide of

which 38 do not currently meet this criterion. These 38 will continue to be exempt but we will

not allow any further postcode districts to be exempt. 
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� The current Post Office card account (POca) contract ends in March 2010.

The Government has considered and decided that it will continue with a new

account after 2010. This will be available nationally and customers will be

eligible for the account on the same basis as they are now.

� We recognise the important social and economic role of post offices and

we are committed to maintaining a national network but we also recognise

that some restructuring will be necessary to put it on a firmer, more

sustainable footing.

� We will provide support for a restructuring of the network with up to 2500

closures within that framework which will maintain a national network.

Subpostmasters leaving the network under the restructuring programme

will be compensated. We expect that Post Office Ltd will implement this

process over an 18 month period from summer 2007, giving priority to

protecting vulnerable communities in villages, towns and cities. 

� We also intend to provide support for Post Office Ltd to open new Outreach

locations to provide access to services for small remote communities by

building on the success of the pilot trials including mobile post offices and

post offices hosted in other locations such as village halls, community

centres or pubs.

� We will provide support to enable Post Office Ltd to expand into new areas

of business including the development of its new financial services products,

such as savings and insurance, and provide finance to restructure and

modernise and restore the network of Crown post offices to profitability

transforming them into flagships of the Post Office brand alongside a

number of closures and continued franchising through link-ups with

experienced retailers.

� Post Office Ltd plan to develop new market and business opportunities for

the network among Internet companies and other mail operators. For

example, a key area of opportunity currently being trialled is to provide

customers with the ability to pick up parcels they have ordered through mail

order companies or via Internet services from post office counters. The

company is also planning a rapid roll-out of up to 4,000 free to use ATMs

across the network.

� For the longer term beyond 2011, we propose to investigate what role Local

Authorities in England and the Devolved Administrations in Scotland, Wales

and Northern Ireland might play in influencing how the postal services are

best delivered in the future.
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The Department of Trade and Industry invites views on any aspect raised in this

document and, in particular, where views have been specifically requested.

This consultation opened on 14 December 2006. The last date for responses is

8 March 2007.

When responding please state whether you are responding as an individual or

representing the views of an organisation. If responding on behalf of an

organisation, please make it clear who the organisation represents and, where

applicable, how the views of members were assembled. Written responses can

be submitted by letter, fax or (preferably) e-mail to:

Postal Office Network Consultation

Department of Trade and Industry

Response Centre

Victoria Street

London

SW1H 0ET

Fax: 00 44 (0) 20 7215 5329

E-mail: dti.enquiries@dti.gsi.gov.uk 

A copy of the consultation response form is enclosed at Annex B. The

Department will also be able to arrange for hard copies, or other languages or

copies in Braille to be provided if necessary. Further copies of the electronic

consultation document and the response form can be obtained from the DTI

website – http://www.dti.gov.uk/consultations/index.html

A list of those organisations and individuals consulted is at Annex C. We would

welcome suggestions for others who you think may wish to be involved in this

consultation process.

How to Respond
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Confidentiality

Information provided in response to this consultation, including personal

information, may be subject to publication or disclosure in accordance with the

access to information regimes (these are primarily the Freedom of Information

Act 2000 (FOIA), the Data Protection Act 1998 (DPA) and the Environmental

Information Regulations 2004). If you want other information that you provide

to be treated as confidential, please be aware that, under the FOIA, there is a

statutory Code of Practice with which public authorities must comply and which

deals, amongst other things, with obligations of confidence.

In view of this it would be helpful if you could explain to us why you regard

the information you have provided as confidential. If we receive a request for

disclosure of the information we will take full account of your explanation,

but we cannot give an assurance that confidentiality can be maintained in all

circumstances. An automatic confidentiality disclaimer generated by your IT

system will not, of itself, be regarded as binding on the Department.

The Department will process your personal data in accordance with the DPA and

in the majority of circumstances this will mean that your personal data will not

be disclosed to third parties.

Com p laints

If you have any comments or complaints about the way this consultation has

been conducted, these should be sent to:

Mary Smeeth

Consultation Co-ordinator

Department of Trade and Industry

Bay 4110

1 Victoria Street

London

SW1H 0ET

E-mail Mary.Smeeth@dti.gsi.gov.uk

Tel 00 44 (0) 20 7215 2146

See Annex A for the Consultation Code of Practice

A dditional c op ies

Y ou may make copies of this document without seeking permission.

Q u er ies

Queries on the issues raised in this consultation should be addressed to the DTI

Response Centre at the contact details above.

[If you foresee any unintended consequences or other implications of our

proposals please let us know what you believe these may be.]
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The Post Office network plays an important social and economic role in the

communities it serv es. The G ov ernment has made substantial inv estment

of ov er £ 2  billion in the network since 1 9 9 9  and it will continue to maintain

a national post office network.

1.1 From a peak of some 25,000 offices in the mid-1960s, the network began

to decline in size as early as 1970 and has continued to do so since then

with some 6,000 ad hoc closures having taken place by 1997. U ntil the

first restructuring of the network on a managed basis under the U rban

Reinvention programme between 2002 and 2005 and the introduction of

a £150 million annual subsidy for the rural network in 2003 there was no

policy or support to help the network adapt to wider changes in society.

1.2 Since 1999, the Government has made a very substantial investment in

the Post Office network of more than £2 billion to help it adapt to the

changing needs of customers and to the marketplace in which it operates.

This included £500 million investment in the Horizon project to bring

modern computer systems into every post office in the country for the

first time – enabling Post Office Ltd to launch a range of new products and

to open its counters to potentially over 20 million bank customers. It also

includes the funding of £150 million a year, £750 million in total, to support

the rural network for five years from 2003 to 2008.

1.3 A key element of this approach has been Government’s recognition of the

important social and economic role post offices play in the communities

they serve and particularly among the more vulnerable customer groups

who rely on them as a lifeline. Because of the depth of its geographic

reach, the Post Office network is uniquely placed to provide key services

including access to cash and benefits, bill payment facilities as well as to

postal services in remote areas.

Section 1:

A National Network
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1.4 Maintaining a national network with national coverage remains our priority

and we therefore want to enable Post Office Ltd to modernise and refresh

the network to tackle the challenges of the future, so that the network

remains well used. 
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With new technology, changing habits and a wider choice of accessing

services, people are visiting their post offices less often. S ome 4  million

fewer people are using the post office each week than two years ago.

The network lost £2 million each week last year, rising to £4  million

this year.

2.1 The market in which the Post Office network operates has changed

beyond recognition over the last ten to fifteen years. Traditionally, the post

office was where people went to post a letter, to pay their utility bills and

to collect their benefits. Many still do. But increasing numbers of people

choose to send an e-mail or text; pay bills by direct debit or Internet

banking; and have benefits paid into their bank accounts. Stamps (which

were once synonymous with the Post Office) can today be bought in

50,000 other retail outlets. They can even be bought, and personalised,

over the Internet.

2.2 The way people choose to access their money, pay their bills or use

government services is changing. 75% of all benefit recipients now

choose to have their payments made into bank accounts. Nationally,

8.7 million out of a total of 11.2 million pensioners now get their pensions

paid into a bank account. Online access to other services is proving very

popular: for example over 3 million people have renewed their motor

vehicle licence online this year. Clearly customers have embraced these

new methods of payments which they find flexible and convenient.

2.3 As a result of this new technology, changing habits and lifestyles and

wider choice of accessing services, people are visiting their post offices

less and less. Though post offices served 24 million customers each week

last year, some 4 million fewer customers visited a post office branch

each week than two years earlier.

Section 2:

The Challenges
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2.4 If the network is to survive it must face up to the very real challenge of

adapting to the different ways people are choosing to access services.

Post Office Ltd has made major strides in developing new areas of

business such as financial services and telecommunications offerings to

help offset declining demand for traditional products and services, but a

substantial and growing gap remains between revenues and the costs of

maintaining the network.

2.5 The Government is providing a social network subsidy of £150 million a

year to support rural offices. With an average of 7 million customers a

week using the rural network this represents and annual subsidy of just

over £20. Despite this the network still lost on average £2 million a week

last year with total losses of £100 million over the year before taking the

social network payment into account. In the current financial year, losses

are forecast to reach around £4 million every week or £200 million over

the year and to meet Post Office Ltd’s cash requirements, the

Government’s total funding will amount to more than £7 million a week. 

2.6 The post office network is by far the largest nationwide retail network in

the country compared with other commercial networks as shown in the

table below. It has 8 times more branches than Tesco, and more branches

than all the other UK  banks put together. As those companies are

constantly innovating and competing to offer more services, they present

a constant challenge to the Post Office network. The network’s scale of

coverage, heavily underpinned by public subsidy, is a considerable asset,

but nevertheless the costs associated with maintaining it make it

increasingly hard for Post Office Ltd to compete effectively for business

against lower cost, more flexible competitors.

2.7 With the exception of the 480 Crown post offices, all other post offices

are privately owned and operate as agencies or franchises under contract

with Post Office Ltd. Historically these branches have been located where

the subpostmaster chose to set up in business rather than on a strategic

decision on the part of Post Office Ltd. Over time this has left an

oversized network not always best placed to serve its customers or to

exploit available commercial opportunities.

Size of Retail and Bank Branch Networks

1 ,4 00 1 ,5 00 1 ,5 2 0 1 ,7 00 1 ,7 8 0
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2.8 In both rural and urban areas, too many branches are competing for the

same customers and some branches are hardly used at all. Last year, on

average the 800 smallest rural post offices served just 16 people a week

at a cost to the taxpayer, whatever the level of transaction, of £17 per

visit. 1,600 branches served fewer than 20 customers a day and losing

£8 for every transaction they made. More than half the rural network has

fewer than 500 customers each week and more than 80% of the rural

network is unprofitable to Post Office Ltd.

2.9 Although Post Office Ltd’s Urban Reinvention Programme helped to

reduce levels of over-provision in some urban areas where there were too

many offices competing for the customers available for them all to thrive

as businesses. It is clear that with viability continuing to decline, more

needs to be done to place the urban network on a sustainable footing and

to protect the overall geographical reach of the network.

2.10 In addition to the branches operated by subpostmasters, Post Office Ltd

directly operates and manages some 500 Crown post offices, mainly in

the centre of our towns and cities. These Crown Offices conduct a fifth of

all Post Office Ltd business. But last year they lost £50 million (and are

expected to lose £70 million this year), with the agency offices located in

deprived urban areas collectively losing a further £5 million. 
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Section 3:

Need for Change

The network is unsustainable in its present form. It needs to adopt more

flex ible and cost effective ways of delivering services and responding to

customers’ needs.

3.1 There is now widespread consensus between Post Office Ltd, the

National Federation of Subpostmasters, Postcomm and Postwatch that

change is needed to modernise and adapt the Post Office network to

meet the needs of customers in today’s digital age. The recent all party

Trade and Industry Committee also recognised that consensus reporting in

its Ninth Report published on 30 October 2006 that “ There appears to be

widespread, if reluctant, acceptance among our witnesses that a network

of 14,500 branches is unsustainable.” 3

3.2 It is clear that the Post Office Network has a continuing and important role

for the future. It provides one of several channels for delivery of

Government services. It acts as a social hub in many areas.

3.3 On a purely commercial basis it would not be possible for Post Offices to

continue to play these roles. Post Office Ltd has indicated that a purely

commercial network would comprise only around 3,600-4,000 offices.

Recognising the social role played by post offices, however, the

Government believes there is a need to retain a national network beyond

what is affordable on a purely commercial basis. In order to do this in a

way that is sustainable for the future Post Office Ltd will need to adopt

new, more flexible ways of delivering its services which are able to

respond to the changing needs of its customers. 

3 Link to the Trade and Industry Ninth Report on Royal Mail Group can be found at:

http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm200506/cmselect/cmtrdind/1556/155602.htm
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3.4 A national network is required which provides for those in need, delivers

services more cost-effectively, adopts innovative methods to better align

demand and supply and which ensures convenient access for

communities with real social need.

3.5 Where there is over provision threatening the livelihoods of

subpostmasters this needs to be addressed. Where full-time offices exist

to serve small customer numbers alternative ways of delivering services,

such as the partner deals with other businesses or mobile units trialled by

Post Office Ltd over the last 18 months, need to be considered. 

3.6 We intend to provide support to enable Post Office Ltd to halt the losses

from the Crown Office network and to modernise and improve the service

offering these offices provide to customers. To fulfil its role as the

commercial core of the business, the Crown office network must be

restored to profitability. This will involve franchising some of these

operations. But it is recognised that a core network of Crown offices is

key to delivering transformation of the business and helping Post Office

Ltd develop a strong presence in new areas of business. This will be

achieved through a programme of refurbishment and investment.

3.7 Continuing Government support has to be aimed at enabling Post Office

Ltd to modernise the way that it delivers services to its customers and to

provide a stable platform for the future while keeping a national network.
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Section 4:

The Future Shape
of the Network

We will maintain a national network with national coverage – ensuring

adequate safeguards for those most in need.

4.1 There is a need for a national Post Office network providing reasonable

access to all communities, including those in remote areas. Post offices

provide a valuable service for the vulnerable in our society (particularly the

elderly, disabled and socially excluded) and it is important that the network

continues to do so.

4.2 However, Post Office Ltd’s financial position is critical and continues to

deteriorate. There is wide recognition that there are no quick or easy

solutions to the core problem of bridging the gap between costs and

revenues. Government recognises the urgent need to put in place a

financial package to modernise and restructure the network placing it on

a stable footing.

4.3 The Government is therefore intending to make a further substantial

investment to put the network on a stable footing by 2011. The

Government’s objectives for any restructuring of the network are as

follows:

� To keep a national network national, paying particular attention to

the needs of remote rural and deprived urban communities across

the country within the framework of clear and understandable

standards of access to post office services;

� To focus on services to customers rather than bricks and mortar

and to introduce more flexible, innovative ways of providing

services for remote communities, for example, mobile post offices

and other Outreach models using modern technology;

� To invest in new equipment and automation to modernise the

service delivery to customers in the major C rown offices –

transforming them into flagships of the Post Office brand;
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� To focus on a range of products and services that customers

expect and need from their post offices and how they can forge

a sustainable business;

� To address the issue of over provision of offices with low footfall

so that customer demand better matches the supply of offices and,

where appropriate, enable the subpostmaster to leave on

compensated terms;

� To provide certainty for customers on future access and greater

clarity and stability for staff and subpostmasters.

4.4 As most people recognise, this will require some reduction in network

size, particularly among the least used offices and those making the

biggest losses, but this will be carefully managed to ensure that

communities with the greatest social needs do not lose access to post

office services. The Government will set criteria for access to ensure

coverage at an appropriate level and will provide funding for Post Office

Ltd to enable this to be delivered. The Government’s proposals for

delivering the national network are outlined in the next chapter.

4.5 Modernisation of the network will require significant effort on the part of

Post Office Ltd. It needs to focus on working to bring the Crown offices

back to profit, transforming them through refurbishment and investment

into the flagships of the Post Office brand. Post Office Ltd is working

closely with staff and Unions to develop a strategy to achieve this. The

proposals centre on a small number of closures and continued franchising

of directly operated branches by pursuing link-ups with well established,

respected retailers that share the Post Office’s commitment to excellent

customer service. The result will be a smaller profitable national chain of

Crown offices operating to modern retail standards, also setting standards

for customer service throughout the network and pioneering the use of

new technology such as self-service channels. The company’s priority in

developing its strategy for the Crown office network is to work

constructively with staff on implementation. The transformation of the

Crown office network will be achieved through a carefully managed

programme of conversions and closures and through improved

productivity. In addition, significant reductions in administrative overheads

and staffing levels are planned across the business.

4.6 Post Office Ltd also needs to minimise its losses by focusing on

improving the products and services it offers and on adopting new and

more flexible business models. Rather than focusing on traditional

facilities, Post Office Ltd will explore Outreach (provision of services by

a core subpostmaster to outlying communities which do not or no longer

have a permanent post office as described at 4.7) and other innovative

ways to deliver the right services to people who need them.
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4.7 With Government funding, Post Office Ltd has been successfully trialling

Outreach services in rural areas in all parts of the United Kingdom to test

the potential for subpostmasters who run larger offices also to offer

services in smaller communities. The trials include using mobile post offices,

delivering postal office services directly to people’s houses and hosting post

offices in other businesses such as pubs, community centres and village

halls. The introduction of Outreach services helps to keep costs down while

helping people gradually to adapt and to accept changes in how services

might be delivered in the future. The Outreach approach is designed to

provide delivery of ‘value for money’ rural post office services that can be

tailored to meet different circumstances and situations. Under the trials

Post Office Ltd has been running, a core post office serves a number of

Outreach sites using one or more of four Outreach options. These are:

� Hosted – a full service offered by the subpostmaster (or a fully

trained employee) of a nearby post office at a “ host”  site such as

a shop, village hall or church.

� Partner – a basic service with access to cash, bill payments,

stamps, weighing and leaving parcels being provided by another

retailer alongside their main business such as a petrol station or

pub overseen by the core subpostmaster who would provide the

site with the products required.

� Home service – a limited service offered via telephone or on-line

ordering, with the subpostmaster arranging delivery in person to

the customer’s home or to a local delivery point.

� M obile – a full service is offered by a mobile post office visiting a

number of locations at set times on a regular basis.

4.8 The Post Office has many examples of imaginative ways of providing post

office services to small communities as recognised in their annual ‘Best

Post Office Awards’, which this year reflected the changing ways in which

people are willing to deliver and receive post office services. A small

branch in Cnwch Coch, near Aberystwyth, which is run from a working

farm, was named the most innovative branch in the UK. Whilst the

Rosebush post office in Carmarthenshire, run from a cowshed on a farm

making cheese, was runner-up. There are also examples of community run

village shops combined with a post office as in the co-operative venture at

Bicknoller in Somerset. Examples of initiatives introduced in the Outreach

pilot trials are set out below.

� In F rittenden, K ent the community welcomed the return of access

to Post Office services lost after the closure of the local shop. The

B ell &  J orrocks pub volunteered to become the location for a new

automated Partner service with the Core branch being at Staplehurst

meaning that locals now have the chance to get cash and stamps,

as well as refreshments and a spot of lunch, all under one roof.
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� In Fife the sub-post office at Leven also provides services through

village shops in the communities of Windygates and Collinsburgh,

demonstrating the opportunities for existing businesses to play

host to a post office for a part of the week, which not only

maintains services but also brings the benefit of added visitors to

the host business. And the scope for working with communities

to find solutions isn’t limited to using commercial businesses.

The village hall is used to host to a satellite post office for the

small community of East Stour in D orset.

� The subpostmaster of the Llandeilo branch is showing how a

single Core branch can help maintain service to a number of

communities and provides a service using portable equipment

hosted at Carmel village hall as well as at the village shop in two

other nearby communities. The same subpostmaster also operates

a satellite branch in the isolated village of Bethlehem, which

famously receives a much-needed boost to custom every

Christmas time from those wanting to send greetings cards

bearing the distinctive postmark.

� The Post Office has also been successfully testing imaginative new

ways of bringing services to communities by using distinctive Post

Office vans. In D urham, the Mobile service operated by the Post

Office branch in Tow Law is a welcome visitor at nine communities

in the area. In N orthern Ireland the idea of a post office on the

move has even been taken one step further where the Post Office

has linked-up with a mobile library service. And in Suffolk, the

subpostmaster of the Core branch at Aldeburgh is helping provide

post office services to the door for six small communities in the

surrounding area.

4.9 To improve their cost effectiveness, the hours for the Outreach services

can be set at a level more appropriate to the level of business generated

in that community, ending the current situation where many

subpostmasters are open for long periods of time with little or no custom.

In many cases the range of services available is extended, through access

to the Core site’s product range, meaning many customers will have

access to the likes of motor vehicle licensing and passport check and

send services for the first time.

4.10 In addition to network restructuring, Post Office Ltd is developing a

transformation plan for the business. Their vision is of the Post Office

as a trusted advisor and helping hand for both consumers and small

businesses as they manage their households, their money and their

enterprises. Post Office Ltd will extend its services with new mails and

financial service products tailored to customers’ needs and with more

convenient access. The business is focusing products and services in four

key areas:
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� Mails – Building on its traditional products and its position as the

retail arm of Royal Mail, the Post Office aims to be the place to go

for all mail needs, providing advice and expertise as well as a full

range of products. For example it is looking at how to provide

customers greater convenience for picking up packets and is

working with eBay and mail order houses to provide additional

high-convenience mails products.

� Financial Services – Post Office Ltd also aims to build on its

successful launch into financial services as the fastest growing

entrant in Car Insurance selling on average 1,0 0 0  policies a day,

£1.2 billion invested to date in the Instant Saver Account, expand

its range of banking, personal finance, travel (for which it is the

market leader in foreign exchange provision) and bill payment

products, introduce 4,0 0 0  new PayStation electronic terminals and

offer 4,0 0 0  free to use ATMs across the network.

� Telecoms – Post Office Ltd has built a significant business in the

telecoms area with both HomePhone and now the number two

player in the U K for mobile top-ups. The business is looking to

launch further products in this area such as a broadband offer.

� Government services – Post Offices will continue to provide a

broad range of Government-related services, simply and

conveniently and will seek to work in partnership with a range of

Government departments to look for opportunities to deliver

services on their behalf via post office channels.

4.11 In addition to continuing to build products and services for consumers,

Post Office Ltd also plans to extend its services and convenience for small

business customers. It has plans to transform the customer experience in

accessing the Post Office, and in addition providing more convenient

access through multiple channels such as Internet or telephone, making it

easier for customers to access Post Office products and services in a way

that best suits them as well as increasing opening hours where there is a

clear customer demand.

4.12 Within the mails area, Post Office Ltd is reviewing a range of initiatives to

improve service and convenience to customers. A key area of opportunity

will be providing customers with the ability to pick up parcels they have

ordered through mail order companies or via Internet services from post

office counters. The business is currently carrying out some trials in this

area and is working with other parts of the Royal Mail Group to develop

propositions for large clients including mail order companies, retailers, and

other businesses which have a need to get parcels to customers in the

most efficient and convenient way. Post Office Ltd and Royal Mail are

working closely together to provide end-to-end solutions for its major

customers in this area.
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4.13 As well as the planned programme to refurbish Crown Offices outlined

below, Post Office Ltd is also developing new ways of working with and

supporting its subpostmasters and franchise partners, again with the

objective of meeting customer needs more consistently. These include up

to 4,000 free to use cash machines (ATMs) across the network and

another 4,000 PayStation terminals will be rolled out across agencies and

franchise offices, enabling subpostmasters to provide a greater number of

services electronically and with more flexibility. Post Office Ltd expects

about 20% of its sales to come through direct channels by 2011, and will

be investing in its website and call centres to give customers the best

possible Post Office experience beyond the branch. Nevertheless for

those customers preferring to visit a post office, a national network of

offices will continue to provide national coverage in line with clearly

specified access criteria. Customers of the smallest offices which cannot

be retained will however have the choice of using direct channels or

visiting a nearby office.

4.14 Crown offices, in common with much of the rest of the network, have

long suffered from lack of investment. Where Crown offices directly

managed by Post Office Ltd can be improved, this needs to be delivered

by investment in the premises, in new technology and in improved

customer offering but in some cases conversion to a franchise operation

may be a more appropriate way forward, Post Office Ltd will also invest in

improvements to the premises and the layout and operation of customer

services to bring standards up to those customers expect of a modern

retail business. Crown offices will act as flagships setting standards for

customer service across the network and pioneering the use of new

technology such as new automated self-service facilities.

4.15 In addition to Post Office Ltd’s efforts to transform the business, the

Government remains committed to allowing people to access their

pension and benefit in cash at the post office if they choose to do so,

and there is a range of accounts which make that possible. The current

POca contract ends in March 2010. The Government has considered and

decided that it will continue with a new account after 2010. This new

account will include similar features to the POca. It will be available

nationally and customers will be eligible for the account on the same basis

as they are now. EU procurement rules leave us with no option but to

tender competitively for this product, and we must ensure that the best

value for money for the taxpayer is achieved, but Post Office Ltd is well

placed to put in a strong bid given the size of the network and the access

criteria that we are now introducing. In addition, cash will be available at

the post office through some 4,000 free to use ATMs which are being

introduced across the network as well as a range of interest accounts

which will be attractive to the general public as well as those POca users

who choose to build up balances on the Card Account.
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Section 5:

A Restructured
National Network

Restructuring of the network will be undertaken within the framework of

access criteria which safeguard rural and deprived urban coverage and will

ensure that a national network is maintained. Outreach will provide

services in many rural areas.

5.1 The Government recognises the important social and economic role post

offices play, particularly in rural and deprived urban communities, and also

accepts that where such post offices role can never be commercially viable

there will a need for an ongoing social network payment of up to the current

level of £150 million a year. The restructuring of the network will reflect this. 

5.2 To enable Post Office Ltd to deliver a stable national network, Government

plans to introduce a set of key criteria defining the minimum access

requirements to post office services across the United Kingdom. These

criteria will set a standard for national coverage and will be supplemented

by additional criteria to safeguard rural and deprived urban coverage.

We therefore propose to task Post Office Ltd with restructuring the

network to establishing one that meets the following access requirements

to an outlet4

� Nationally, 99% within 3 miles and 90% of the population to be within

1mile;

� In deprived urban areas5, 99% of the population to be within 1 mile;

� In urban areas, 95% of the population to be within 1 mile;

� In rural areas, 95% of the total rural population within 3 miles.

� In remote areas, 95% of the population in postcode districts6 within

6 miles.

4 an “outlet” can be a fixed branch or a location at which outreach services are available

5 deprived urban communities are those in the 10% most deprived super output areas as

identified by the Indices of Multiple Deprivation

6 a postcode district is the first part of the postcode e.g. SL9. There are 2,795 nationwide of

which 38 do not currently meet this criterion. These 38 will continue to be exempt but we will

not allow any further postcode districts to be exempt.
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The Government recognises that across the country as a whole there

cannot be a ‘one size fits all’ approach to access criteria and that Post

Office Ltd will need to take in to account local conditions on a common

sense basis to reflect obstacles such as rivers, mountains, valleys,

motorways and sea crossings to islands to avoid undue hardship and

ensure that the principles behind the access criteria are adhered to. 

5.3 The current policy of preventing the avoidable closure of post offices in

rural areas will be replaced by a new policy of maintaining the coverage

levels set out above. After the restructuring programme, there will

continue to be changes to the network as a result of natural exits (for

example when the subpostmaster retires or moves on). Any closures

resulting from natural exits would be subject to the access criteria above

and, depending on local circumstances, services would need to be

maintained or replaced with alternative service delivery methods. 

5.4 In rationalising the network, we would require Post Office Ltd to ensure

that no one part of the network or no particular group of people is

significantly more adversely affected than any other. We expect that

rationalisation will principally affect a combination of least used branches

and non-commercial branches in areas of over-provision where people can

find alternative branches nearby. 

5.5 We will provide support to Post Office Ltd to compensate subpostmasters

who are obliged to leave the network under the restructuring programme

on a similar basis to the Urban Reinvention programme (under which

compensation of 28 months remuneration was paid. The average payment

to urban subpostmasters was £60,000 per office). It is clear that

significant numbers of subpostmasters want to leave the network under

a structured programme that compensates them for not being in a position

to sell on their business. 

5.6 We will be asking Post Office Ltd to develop local plans that fit within this

framework. Whilst decisions on specific closures and their locations will

be a matter for the company, we will limit Post Office Ltd to a maximum

of 2,500 compensated closures nationally. They will also need to ensure

that network restructuring is completed within the designated funding

package as well as meeting the required access criteria. 

5.7 In developing Post Office Ltd’s proposals, branches that are specifically

required to meet either the Universal Service Obligation for access to

postal services or the Government’s new criteria for national and remote

area coverage will require special arrangements. Depending on

circumstances, these will either be excluded from closure proposals or

their closure will be mitigated through the introduction of Outreach

delivery methods. 
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5.8 We will encourage Post Office Ltd to build on the success of the

Outreach service delivery model to help maintain services to more remote

communities. A significant number (about 500) of new Outreach will be

put in place helping to mitigate the consequences of the managed rural

closure programme following consultation with subpostmasters and local

communities. Over time, Post Office Ltd, where it makes commercial

sense and takes due account of local sensitivities, could employ this new

business model extensively in future as branches closing through natural

attrition are replaced in accordance with the new national coverage

criteria. Together with existing Outreach delivery points and additional

ones mitigating some of the closures which will arise through natural

exits. Such delivery points will, by 2010-11, play an increasing role in

delivering continued services to remote communities where conventional

offices are not economic.

5.9 Drawing on experience of the Urban Reinvention Programme, we would

expect that Post Office Ltd’s approach to closures and other service

restructuring measures will be to consult on area proposals based on

groupings of adjacent Parliamentary constituencies and will be planned

and consulted on the basis of putting forward proposals for all closures

and other related changes in that area at the same time to better capture

and reflect the needs of customers. Implementation will be programmed

in the most efficient manner. Area proposals will be developed within the

framework of the relevant access criteria and with the participation of

subpostmasters and Postwatch. Members of Parliament and of the

devolved administrations will be informed of the proposals before being

put to a six week public consultation amongst customers and other

organisations.

5.10 Because Post Office Ltd will be developing its closure proposals on a

strategic basis in compliance with the access criteria, it will be a

compulsory scheme. But, wherever possible, we expect them to match

closures with offices where the subpostmaster has indicated his or her

willingness to retire from, or leave, the business, thereby minimising the

numbers of closures where subpostmasters have not indicated a wish to

close their business on the compensated terms basis of the restructuring

programme.

5.11 Against this background, Post Office Ltd will not be consulting on the

principles of change as these will have been established by Government

policy and covered as part of this national policy consultation. The role of

Postwatch at this stage will be to check that the right people are

consulted, their views properly gathered and subsequent decisions

effectively communicated. 
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6.1 The Government is committed to a national network of post offices.

We believe that the range of measures in our proposed forward strategy,

set out in this consultation document, will place the restructured network

which emerges on a stable footing for the foreseeable future. We also

believe that the proposed measures strike a balance between the cost to

taxpayers in financing the social role of post offices and the needs of the

most vulnerable groups of customers, particularly in rural and deprived

urban areas. We have worked closely with Post Office Ltd over the past

months and our proposals reflect the company’s investment case to

Government. We will continue our discussions with the company in the

coming months and will look to reach final decisions after we have

considered responses to this consultation.

6.2 The Government’s proposed further investment will provide Post Office

Ltd with an opportunity to modernise and restructure the network and put

it on a stable and more sustainable footing by 2011. Beyond that point,

it is important that the shape and coverage of the network continues to

reflect and adapt to local needs. It is the people “on the ground” who

best understand the value of a post office to the local community and

Local Government is also well placed to understand local concerns and

needs. Their involvement may enable more regular appraisals of the level

of post office coverage that is required to meet local needs. The

Government wants in the longer term to devolve greater responsibility

for local decisions to a local level and to provide greater flexibility for local

funding decisions. Government therefore intends to investigate what role

both Local Authorities in England and the Devolved Administrations in

Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland might play in influencing how the

postal services are best delivered in the future.

Section 6:

Conclusions
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6.3 This consultation paper sets out the Government’s proposals for

restructuring the post office network to put it on a stable footing for the

longer term. We welcome comments raised on the issues raised in this

document and specifically welcome responses to the questions listed

below.
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In this consultation the Government invites responses to the following

questions:

1. Do you think the Government’s forward strategy for the post office

network addresses all the key issues and challenges the network faces?

2. Are there other significant factors affecting the future of the post office

network which appear to have been overlooked in the Government’s

proposed approach?

3 . Do you have comments on the national access criteria proposed?

4. Do you have comments on the access criteria proposed for deprived

urban and rural areas?

5 . Do you have any suggestions as to how services might be better

delivered through the post office network?

6 . Do you have any comments on Outreach arrangements as a means of

maintaining service to small and remote communities?

7 . Do you have comments on the practicality of community ownership of

parts of the post office network, which might involve the transfer of

assets to community organisations and/or the establishment of local

mutual or co-operative organisations to own and run local services?

Summary of
Questions
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Annex A

Consultation Code
of Practice

1. Consult widely throughout the process, allowing a minimum of 12 weeks for

written consultation at least once during the development of the policy.

2. Be clear about what your proposals are, who may be affected, what

questions are being asked and the timescale for responses.

3. Ensure that your consultation is clear, concise and widely accessible.

4. Give feedback regarding the responses received and how the consultation

process influenced the policy.

5. Monitor your department’s effectiveness at consultation, including through

the use of a designated consultation co-ordinator.

6. Ensure your consultation follows better regulation best practice, including

carrying out a Regulatory Impact Assessment if appropriate.

The complete code is available on the Cabinet Office’s web site, address

http://www.cabinetoffice.gov.uk/regulation/consultation/index.asp
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Consultation Response Form 

The closing date for this consultation is 8 March 2007

You may find it helpful to set out your responses to the consultation using this

response form. 

Name:

Organisation’s name and 

remit (if applicable):

Address:

Email:

Return completed forms (preferably by e-mail) to:

Postal Office Network Consultation

Department of Trade and Industry

Response Centre

1 Victoria Street

London

SW1H 0ET

Fax: 00 44 (0) 20 7215 5329

E-mail: dti.enquiries@dti.gsi.gov.uk 

Annex B

The Post Office
Network
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Please cross one box from the following list of options that best describes you. 

Individual

Individual – Subpostmaster

Small to Medium Enterprise

Trade Union

Interest Group

Regional Organisation

Devolved Administration

Local Government

Central Government

Other (please specify) 

Please feel free to answer as many or as few questions as you wish. It is

helpful if you can explain your views as fully as possible in the comments

boxes, especially where you disagree with the proposals set out in the

consultation paper.

Question 1. 

Do you think the Government’s forward strategy for the post office network

addresses all the key issues and challenges the network faces?

Yes No No view

Comments
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Question 2. 

Are there other significant factors affecting the future of the post office network

which appear to have been overlooked in the Government’s proposed approach?

Yes No No view

Question 3. 

Do you have comments on the national access criteria proposed?

Yes No No view

Question 4. 

Do you have comments on the access criteria proposed for deprived urban and

rural areas?

Yes No No view

Comments

Comments

Comments
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Question 5. 

Do you have any suggestions as to how services might be better delivered

through the post office network?

Yes No No view

Question 6.

Do you have any comments on Outreach arrangements as a means of

maintaining service to small and remote communities?

Yes No No view

Question 7.

Do you have comments on the practicality of community ownership of parts

of the post office network, which might involve the transfer of assets to

community organisations and/or the establishment of local mutual or

co-operative organisations to own and run local services?

Yes No No view

Thank you for taking the time to let us have your views. 

We do not intend to acknowledge receipt of individual responses unless you tick

the box below.

Comments

Comments

Comments
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Action for Communities in Rural England

Age Concern – England

Association of British Credit Unions

British Chambers of Commerce

Business in the Community

Centre for Environment and Rural Affairs

Commission for Rural Communities

Co-operatives UK Limited

Disability Rights Commission

Federation of Small Businesses

Forum of Private Business

Help The Aged – England

J oseph Rowntree Foundation

Local Government Association

Mencap

National Association of Citizens Advice Bureaux

National Association of Local Councils

National Council for Voluntary Organisations

National Federation of Women’s Institutes

Plunkett Foundation

Royal National Institute of the Blind,

Rural Shops Alliance

Social Enterprise Coalition 

Townswomen’s Guild

Village Retail Services Association

Annex C

List of Organisations
Consulted
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Age Concern – Scotland

Association of Scottish Community Councils

Communities Scotland

Convention Of Scottish Local Authorities

Help The Aged – Scotland

Money Advice Scotland

Scottish Consumer Council

Scottish Council for Voluntary Organisations

Scottish Enterprise

The Scottish Parliament

Age Concern – Wales

Campaign for the Protection of Rural Wales

Countryside Council for Wales

Help The Aged – Wales

National Pensioners Convention Wales

One Voice Wales

Wales Pensioners

Wales Rural Forum

Welsh Assembly Government

Welsh Consumer Council

Welsh Council for Voluntary Action

Welsh Local Government Association

Age Concern – Northern Ireland

Community Relations Council

Equality Commission

General Consumer Council For Northern Ireland

Help The Aged – Northern Ireland

Northern Ireland Assembly

Northern Ireland Chamber of Commerce and Industry

Northern Ireland Local Government Association

Northern Ireland Public Service Alliance

Northern Ireland Social Care Council

Rural Community Network

Rural Development Council

The Northern Ireland Committee, Irish Congress of Trade Unions

National Federation of Sub-Postmasters

Postcomm

Postwatch
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